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BMJ Open publishes all reviews undertaken for accepted manuscripts. Reviewers are asked to 

complete a checklist review form (http://bmjopen.bmj.com/site/about/resources/checklist.pdf) and 

are provided with free text boxes to elaborate on their assessment. These free text comments are 

reproduced below.   

 

ARTICLE DETAILS 

TITLE (PROVISIONAL) A longitudinal study to identify the influence of quality of chronic care 

delivery on productive interactions between patients and (teams of) 

healthcare professionals within disease management programs 

AUTHORS Cramm, Jane; Nieboer, Anna 

 

VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Donata Kurpas, MD PhD Assoc Prof 
Wroclaw Medical University, Poland 

REVIEW RETURNED 17-Jul-2014 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Thank you for the opportunity to review such interesting manuscript 
(MS). This being an exploratory study, the authors chose to focus 
their analysis on the quality of chronic care delivery in the context of 
DMPs predicts the productivity of patient–professional interactions, 
and thus the patient-centeredness of care.  
Below remarks are listed with the hope that authors will publish their 
MS:  
Research ethics are not mentioned.  
The Introduction section, outcomes, Discussion and Conclusions did 
not cover a problem of multimorbidity.  
The section of Statistical analyses is too laconic.  
The MS needs stylistic changes (English!) 

 

REVIEWER Jody Hoffer Gittell 
USA, Brandeis University 
 
I know the authors professionally, though not personally. 

REVIEW RETURNED 28-Jul-2014 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS I have some questions about the measures that are not answered in 
the paper - please see below.  
 
Also suggested two additional references that need to be mentioned 
somewhere in the paper. 
 
Abstract  
 
"Predictive nature" seems like it could be more clearly and directly 
stated. No need for parentheses around "teams of."  
 
In the paper itself the authors clearly show the logic of the argument 
that chronic disease management quality predicts productive 
patient/provider interactions. However in the abstract it is not so 
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clear. The reader should be informed that chronic disease 
management quality is a measure of system design. The quality of 
system design is expected to increase productive patient provider 
interactions. This relationship has been assumed in the past rather 
than measured. This study finally measures productive interactions, 
and associates them with systems of chronic disease management.  
 
Qualitative Analysis  
 
..."versus disease management programs with fewer disease 
management programs" - instead of programs I think you mean 
interventions here.  
 
Please explain how you came up with 34 as the correct number, and 
also explain what you mean by disease management interventions, 
and how you would count them.  
 
Some of the information about the disease management programs 
found under quantitative analysis would have been relevant to see 
under qualitatitve analysis - you should reverse the sections or just 
bring the relevant information about the disease management 
programs up to the qualitative section.  
 
Measures  
 
Explain how you chose the five RC dimensions to measure, out of 
the original seven. Why would timely communication and shared 
knowledge be less relevant for chronic disease treatment than for 
joint replacement surgery, for example?  
 
Also explain how the RC questions were framed - 1) what was the 
target work process indicated in the questions ("your diabetes" or 
"chronic disease management" more generally?) and 2) which work 
groups were asked about (distinct professional roles or "your care 
team" more generally?).  
 
Results  
 
Your findings are interesting and well-presented. The finding about 
educational level and productive interactions deserves a better set 
up in the introduction to your paper. Why might we expect this 
result? What was your thinking behind the analysis?  
 
Not much information here about the specific dimensions of disease 
management quality however - which dimensions "made the 
difference" for more productive patient provider interactions? Or is it 
really just the sheer number of interventions that matters? Why 
would that be? This question goes back to your methods section - 
please explain why the number of implemented interventions is a 
good or useful measure of chronic disease management quality? 
Also provide additional insight into the patient perceived measure of 
chronic disease managment quality.  
 
Discussion  
 
Here you state clearly that this is a study of the ability of disease 
management programs to increase productive interactions between 
patients and teams of healthcare professionals. I would like to see 
this stated just as clearly and simply up front in the abstract and the 
introduction.  
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The discussion as a whole is very good - I would also ask that you 
take one sentence from here regarding level of educatoin and 
include it up front where you describe what the paper is about and 
what is the rationale for the empirical tests you are conducting here.  
 
The missing piece in the discussion is - what should policy makers 
and practitioners do to increase the quality of disease management? 
This requires you to go back to your two measures of this construct, 
and tease apart what you measured and what it means for action. 
This is an important step in order for this paper to have meaningful 
impact in the field.  
 
References  
 
Your references should include an earlier study of relational 
coordination between providers and family members in the surgical 
context, and also a recent study of relational coordination between 
providers and family members in the autism context.  
 
Weinberg, D.B., Lusenhop, W., Gittell, J.H. and Kautz, C. (2007). 
“Coordination Between Formal Providers and Informal Caregivers,” 
Health Care Management Review, 32(2): 140-150.  
 
Warfield, M.E., Chiri, G., Leutz, W.N., and Timberlake, M. (2013) 
“Family Well-Being in a Participant-Directed Autism Waiver 
Program: The Role of Relational Coordination,” Journal of 
Intellectual Disability Research. 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer: 1  

Reviewer Name Donata Kurpas, MD PhD Assoc Prof  

Institution and Country Wroclaw Medical University, Poland  

Please state any competing interests or state „None declared‟: None declared  

 

Thank you for the opportunity to review such interesting manuscript (MS). This being an exploratory 

study, the authors chose to focus their analysis on the quality of chronic care delivery in the context of 

DMPs predicts the productivity of patient–professional interactions, and thus the patient-centeredness 

of care. Below remarks are listed with the hope that authors will publish their MS:  

 

Research ethics are not mentioned.  

In the method section we explain that the study was approved by the ethics committee of the 

Erasmus University Medical Center of Rotterdam and informed consent was obtained from all 

participants.  

The Introduction section, outcomes, Discussion and Conclusions did not cover a problem of 

multimorbidity.  

The problem of comorbidity or multimorbidity was already incorporated in the design of the study 

since one of the DMPs was aimed at comorbidity patients. We followed the reviewer's advice and 

added the issue of comorbidity to the discussion.  

The section of Statistical analyses is too laconic.  

We added further specifications to the statistical analyses.  

The MS needs stylistic changes (English!)  

 

A scientific language editor from the US reviewed the manuscript.  
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Reviewer: 2  

Reviewer Name Jody Hoffer Gittell  

Institution and Country USA, Brandeis University  

Please state any competing interests or state „None declared‟: I know the authors professionally, 

though not personally.  

 

I have some questions about the measures that are not answered in the paper - please see below. 

Also suggested two additional references that need to be mentioned somewhere in the paper.  

 

Abstract  

 

"Predictive nature" seems like it could be more clearly and directly stated. No need for parentheses 

around "teams of." In the paper itself the authors clearly show the logic of the argument that chronic 

disease management quality predicts productive patient/provider interactions. However in the abstract 

it is not so clear. The reader should be informed that chronic disease management quality is a 

measure of system design. The quality of system design is expected to increase productive patient 

provider interactions. This relationship has been assumed in the past rather than measured. This 

study finally measures productive interactions, and associates them with systems of chronic disease 

management.  

 

We changed the abstract accordingly.  

 

Qualitative Analysis  

 

..."versus disease management programs with fewer disease management programs" - instead of 

programs I think you mean interventions here.  

We thank the reviewer for noticing this mistake and changed the sentence accordingly.  

 

Please explain how you came up with 34 as the correct number, and also explain what you mean by 

disease management interventions, and how you would count them.  

We followed the reviewer's advice an clarified that for the qualitative part of the study structured 

interviews were held with all project leaders from the DMPs. A template based on the CCM was 

developed for the collection of qualitative data on various approaches to improve care for chronically 

ill patients within these Dutch DMPs. This template incorporates the following six interrelated 

components of health care systems: (i) self-management support, (ii) delivery system design, (iii) 

decision support, (iv) clinical information systems, (v) health care organization, and (vi) community 

linkages. Project leaders were interviewed and asked about the implementation of their interventions 

and their experiences with improving patient outcomes using this CCM template. All interviews were 

approximately 60 - 90 minutes in length and recorded with permission. After finalizing the templates 

they were sent back to the project leaders for a final check. In the appendix a full overview is given of 

all CCM interventions implemented within each DMP. Earlier research showed that a constellation of 

interventions is needed and that a DMP is deemed to be based on the CCM if their constellation of 

interventions attempted to make changes can be mapped to at least four elements of the CCM.6,7 

The total number of interventions implemented within each DMP ranged from 13 to 43. All DMPs 

implemented interventions within at least four of the CCM dimensions and can therefore be 

considered to be a DMP based on the CCM.6 We scored DMPs using 34 disease management 

interventions and implementing interventions within all 6 CCM dimensions or more as high-quality of 

care (1) versus DMPs with fewer disease management interventions (0). Based on this criteria, 33 

percent of the DMPs are considered to be 'high-quality' DMPs.  

Some of the information about the disease management programs found under quantitative analysis 

would have been relevant to see under qualitatitve analysis - you should reverse the sections or just 
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bring the relevant information about the disease management programs up to the qualitative section.  

We followed the reviewer's advice and changed the order.  

 

Measures  

 

Explain how you chose the five RC dimensions to measure, out of the original seven. Why would 

timely communication and shared knowledge be less relevant for chronic disease treatment than for 

joint replacement surgery, for example?  

 

We thought timely communication is more relevant among professionals (for whom the instrument 

was originally developed) and in the hospital setting (for example in case of a joint replacement 

surgery). Within the primary care setting patients may see their GP only once a year. Timely 

communication may therefore be more related to severity of the disease than to quality of interactions 

themselves. We agree that investigating all original seven aspects of relational coordination would be 

interesting and added this to the study limitations. This also applies to the knowledge question which 

was originally developed to assess relational coordination between professionals. In that case it is 

important and expected that professionals share the same knowledge to some extent. We know that 

there is a large knowledge gap between patients and professionals, where patients are known to be 

more knowledgeable about their preferences and experiences with their chronic condition and 

professionals have more 'technical' knowledge about the chronic condition. We therefore thought it 

might be difficult for patients to answer. If framed correctly, however, this question would also be 

interesting to investigate in future research, which we added to our discussion.  

 

Also explain how the RC questions were framed - 1) what was the target work process indicated in 

the questions ("your diabetes" or "chronic disease management" more generally?) and 2) which work 

groups were asked about (distinct professional roles or "your care team" more generally?).  

 

We clarified that we asked respondents about their experiences with care delivery. This concerns the 

care they receive from their team of healthcare professionals (e.g. specialist, GP, practice assistant, 

dietician) who treat their chronic condition.  

 

Results  

 

1. Your findings are interesting and well-presented. The finding about educational level and 

productive interactions deserves a better set up in the introduction to your paper. Why might we 

expect this result? What was your thinking behind the analysis?  

 

In the introduction we clarified that productive interaction requires that patients are informed (i.e., 

have sufficient information based on evidence-based medicine to make wise decisions related to their 

illness) and activated (i.e., understand the importance of their role in managing the illness). These 

objectives may be difficult to achieve for chronically ill patients with low educational levels or different 

ethnic/cultural backgrounds. Earlier research showed that better educated patients receive higher 

quality of chronic care delivery compared to lower educated patients, which may be caused by 

differences in the behavior of professionals toward different patient groups as well as different 

demands or ability to clearly explain things of patients of these patient groups.16 Hence the quality of 

patient-professional interaction may vary between higher and lower education patients.  

Not much information here about the specific dimensions of disease management quality however - 

which dimensions "made the difference" for more productive patient provider interactions? Or is it 

really just the sheer number of interventions that matters? Why would that be? This question goes 

back to your methods section - please explain why the number of implemented interventions is a good 

or useful measure of chronic disease management quality? Also provide additional insight into the 

patient perceived measure of chronic disease managment quality.  
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See our reply above. We better explain that a constellation of interventions is needed and that a DMP 

is deemed to be based on the CCM if their constellation of interventions attempted to make changes 

can be mapped to at least four elements of the CCM. We scored DMPs using 34 disease 

management interventions (which is 60% out of a total of 56 potential interventions) and implementing 

interventions within all 6 CCM dimensions or more as high-quality of care (1) versus DMPs with fewer 

disease management interventions (0). Based on these criteria, 33 percent of the DMPs are 

considered to be 'high-quality' DMPs.  

 

Discussion  

 

Here you state clearly that this is a study of the ability of disease management programs to increase 

productive interactions between patients and teams of healthcare professionals. I would like to see 

this stated just as clearly and simply up front in the abstract and the introduction.  

We changed the abstract and introduction accordingly.  

 

1. The discussion as a whole is very good - I would also ask that you take one sentence from here 

regarding level of educatoin and include it up front where you describe what the paper is about and 

what is the rationale for the empirical tests you are conducting here.  

We followed the reviewer's advice and changed the manuscript accordingly.  

 

2. The missing piece in the discussion is - what should policy makers and practitioners do to increase 

the quality of disease management? This requires you to go back to your two measures of this 

construct, and tease apart what you measured and what it means for action. This is an important step 

in order for this paper to have meaningful impact in the field.  

 

We adjusted the conclusion as follows: We can conclude that patients‟ success in dealing with the 

consequences of chronic illness requires that they take a proactive role and are able to self-manage 

their condition and make productive decisions together with their health care providers. As patients 

and health care professionals share responsibility for the management of chronic illness, they must 

also share control over interactions and decisions.13 While earlier research showed that a 

constellation of interventions is needed within at least four elements of the CCM6,7 this research 

showed that DMPs implementing a constellation of interventions within all six dimensions of the CCM 

resulted in better patient-professional interaction. The importance of patient-centeredness is growing, 

and this study provides the first example of how productive patient–professional interactions depend 

on the quality of chronic care.  

References  

 

Your references should include an earlier study of relational coordination between providers and 

family members in the surgical context, and also a recent study of relational coordination between 

providers and family members in the autism context.  

 

Weinberg, D.B., Lusenhop, W., Gittell, J.H. and Kautz, C. (2007). “Coordination Between Formal 

Providers and Informal Caregivers,” Health Care Management Review, 32(2): 140-150.  

 

Warfield, M.E., Chiri, G., Leutz, W.N., and Timberlake, M. (2013) “Family Well-Being in a Participant-

Directed Autism Waiver Program: The Role of Relational Coordination,” Journal of Intellectual 

Disability Research.  

 

We added these references to the manuscript. 
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VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Donata Kurpas, MD PhD Assoc Prof 
Department of Family Medicine, Wroclaw Medical University, Poland 

REVIEW RETURNED 14-Aug-2014 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Congratulations and I hope that your paper will help to improve 
knowledge about the CCM 

 

REVIEWER Jody Hoffer Gittell 
Brandeis University, USA 

REVIEW RETURNED 29-Aug-2014 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Abstract  
 
"trough" should be "through"  
"characterized as" should be "measured as"  
 
Introduction  
 
p. 6 "However relational coordination has not been investigated 
before between patients and healthcare professionals..." This should 
include "although it has been investigated between healthcare 
professionals and family caregivers (Weinberg, et al, 2007; Warfield 
et al, 2013)."  
 
Measures  
 
I don't see where you've included an explanation of why "timely 
communication" and "shared knowledge" were not included in this 
measure. Please include a sentence here. I see it in the limitations 
but there is still no acknowledgement or explanation under 
measures.  
 
Otherwise it is good to go from my perspective! 

 

VERSION 2 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer: 1  

Reviewer Name Donata Kurpas, MD PhD Assoc Prof  

Institution and Country Department of Family Medicine, Wroclaw Medical University, Poland  

Please state any competing interests or state „None declared‟: None declared  

 

 

Congratulations and I hope that your paper will help to improve knowledge about the CCM  

 

Thank you and we hope so too!  

 

Reviewer: 2  

Reviewer Name Jody Hoffer Gittell  

Institution and Country Brandeis University, USA  

Please state any competing interests or state „None declared‟: Same as before.  
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Abstract  

 

"trough" should be "through"  

"characterized as" should be "measured as"  

 

We changed the abstract accordingly.  

 

Introduction  

 

p. 6 "However relational coordination has not been investigated before between patients and 

healthcare professionals..." This should include "although it has been investigated between healthcare 

professionals and family caregivers (Weinberg, et al, 2007; Warfield et al, 2013)."  

 

We included the suggested sentence.  

 

Measures  

 

I don't see where you've included an explanation of why "timely communication" and "shared 

knowledge" were not included in this measure. Please include a sentence here. I see it in the 

limitations but there is still no acknowledgement or explanation under measures.  

 

We added this information to the methods section.  

 

Otherwise it is good to go from my perspective! 
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